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Neural Network Parallel Computinll. By Yoshiyasu Takefuji. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, Dordrecht, 
and London. (1992). 230 pages. $65.00. 
Contents: 
1. Neural network models and N-queen problems. 1.1 Introduction. 1.2 Mathematical neural network models. 
1.3 N-queen neural network. 1.4 General optimization programs. 1.5 N-queen simulation programs. 1.6 Refer- 
ences. 1.7 Exercises. 2. Crossbar switch scheduling problems. 2.1 Introduction. 2.2 Crossbar problems and 
N-queen problems. 2.3 References. 2.4 Exercises. 3. Four-coloring and K-colorability problems. 3.1 Intro- 
duction. 3.2 Four-coloring neural network. 3.3 K-colorability neural network. 3.4 References. 3.5 Exercises. 
4. Graph planarization problems. 4.1 Introduction. 4.2 Neural representation and motion equations. 4.3 Ref- 
erences. 4.4 Exercises. 5. Channel routing problems. 5.1 Introduction. 5.2 Graph planarization and channel 
routing. 5.3 References. 5.4 Exercises. 6. RNA secondary structure prediction. 6.1 Introduction. 6.2 Maximum 
independent set problems. 6.3 Predicting the RNA secondary structure. 6.4 Planarization and RNA structure 
prediction. 6.5 References. 6.6 Exercises. 7. Knight's tour problems. 7.1 Introduction. 7.2 Neural representation 
and motion equations. 7.3 References. 7.4 Exercises. 8. Spare allocation problems. 8.1 Introduction. 8.2 Neural 
representation and motion equations. 8.3 References. 8.4 Exercises. 9. Sorting and searching. 9.1 Introduction. 
9.2 Sorting. 9.3 Searching. 9.4 References. 10. Tiling problems. 10.1 Introduction. 10.2 Neural representation a d 
motion equations. 10.3 References. 10.4 Exercises. 11. Silicon neural networks. 11.1 Introduction. 11.2 Analog 
implementations. 11.3 Digital implementations. 11.4 References. 11.5 Exercises. 12. Mathematical background. 
12.1 Introduction and four neuron models. 12.2 Why is the decay term hamfful? 12.3 Analog neural network 
convergence. 12.4 Discrete sigmoid neural network convergence. 12.5 McCulloch-Pitts neural network conver- 
gence. 12.6 Hysteresis McCulloch-Pitts neural network. 12.7 Maximum neural network convergence. 12.8 Other 
neuron models. 12.9 References. 13. Forthcoming applications. 13.1 Introduction. 13.2 Time slot assignment in 
TDM switching systems. 13.3 Broadcast scheduling in packet radio networks. 13.4 Module orientation problems. 
13.5 Maximum clique problems. 14. Conjunctoids and artificial earning. 14.1 Introduction. 14.2 Multinomial 
conjunctoid concepts. 14.3 Multinomial conjunctoid circuitry. 14.4 References. 
Mathematica: A Practical Approach. By Nancy Blachman. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. (1992). 
365 pages. $30.00. 
Contents: 
I. Introduction to Mathematica. 1. Getting started with Mathematica: Machine-specific notes; Version- 
specific documentation; The front end versus the kernel; Notational conventions; Using Mathematica interactively; 
Built-in names; Help; Mathematical notation; Brackets, parentheses, and braces; Packages. 2. Numerical capabil- 
ities: Arithmetic operations; Rationals; Irrationals; Decimal approximations; Complex numbers; Symbols versus 
numbers; Approximations; Formating numbers; Commonly used constants; Random numbers; Iterators; Matrix 
calculations; Finding roots; Numerical integration; Solving differential equations numerically. 3. Algebraic or 
symbolic capabilities: Algebra; Solving equations; Simplify; Summation; Calculus; Limits; Series; Solving differ- 
ential equations. 4. Graphics: Two-dimensional p ots; Options; Graphing several curves; Parametric plots; More 
options; Three-dimensional plots; Color plots; Working with data; Graphics building blocks; Labels; Graphics 
packages; Animation; PostScript. 5. Getting around with Mathematica: Setting the page width; Listing previous 
commands and results; Editing (Unix and MS-DOS); Asking for on-line help (MS-DOS and Unix); A space can 
mean or; List of symbols; Different ways to invoke a function; Suppressing output; Timing; Interrupting calcu- 
lations; Global variables; Special forms. II. Programming. 6. List manipulation: Making lists; Rearranging lists; 
Changing the number of elements in lists; Counting; Combining lists; Changing the shape of a list; Referenc- 
ing elements; Selecting data; Calculating with lists; Listable; Listable and map; Map versus apply; Formatting 
lists. 7. Assignments and rules: Assignments; Unassigning values; Rules; Equality. 8. Data types: Atomic types; 
Other types and predicate functions; Mathematica's internal representation; Referencing part of expressions; In- 
fruity and other such quantities; How Mathematica stores values. 9. Writing functions: A simple function; Type 
checking; Conditional evaluation; Default values; The order of evaluation of rules; Tagging rules; Documenting 
your own functions; Attributes; Evaluation. 10. Local variables and procedural programming: Colliding global 
variables; Local variables; Procedural programming. 11. Pattern matching: Matching a sequence; Destructuring; 
Polymorphic definitions; Naming an expression; Finding expressions that match patterns; The attribute orderless; 
Examples that use pattern matching. 12. Anonymous (pure) functions: Function; Selecting data; Thirty places 
of precision; Transforming pairs into rules; Multiple arguments; Filtering data. 13. Traps, pitfalls, and debug- 
ging: Error messages; Syntax errors; Predefmed variables; Missing or incorrect names or arguments; Missing or 
incorrect punctuation; Parentheses versus brackets; Row vectors versus column vectors; Line continuation; Branch 
cuts; Order of evaluation; Ordering rules; Protected functions; Undocumented functions; Your own undocumented 
functions; Debugging. 14. Input and output: Input; Exporting data; Saving definitions; Writing to a file; Ma- 
uipulating strings; Input and output form; Translating expressions; Splice; Format. 15. Packages: Why write a 
package?; Contexts; Changing contexts; Loading packages; Package style; Conflicting names; Notebooks. 
S~mmetr~, Cansalit~, Mind. By Michael Leyton. The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, Eng- 
land. (1992). 630 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
1. Recovering process-history. 2 Traces. 3. Radical computational vision. 4. Representation is explanation. 
5. Groups and symmetry. 6. Domain-independent rules. 7. Linguistics. 8. Art. 9. Political prisoners. 
